What's New

What's New in Advance Design 2020.2

Improvements and corrections
The Update 2 to Advance Design 2020 includes the following improvements and corrections:

Modeling



Fix: Correction of a problem where CAD tolerances are not correctly taken into account when
verifying the geometric consistency of elements after meshing (a problem encountered after
importing a model from EFFEL). [19584][19640]
Fix: Correction of problems with displaying error messages telling that there is no connection
between a planar and a linear/another planar element. [19585][19586][19587][19588]

Loads




Improvement: A restriction has been added to the definition of load case families: no more than
one family of seismic cases can be defined in a model. [19141]
Fix: Correction of a problem with an unexpected program termination when trying to use the
ctrl+v shortcut in a load combination window with an empty list of combinations. [19395]
Fix: Correction of a problem with sometimes displaying variable load values on the screen with a
different accuracy (number of decimal places) than set in the Unit setting dialog. [19649]

Results






Fix: Correction of the problem of lack of possibility to display interaction curves only for ULS
cases - an attempt to disable curves for SLS caused that all curves were disabled. [19454 (Support
17316)]
Fix: Correction of the problem of displaying the finite element mesh twice in the structure
displacement views - simultaneously for pre- and post-deformation states. [19370 (Support
17221)]
Fix: Improved error message informing about incorrect load under traffic load. [19460 (Support
17323)]
Improvement: Improved presentation of displacement results in the full shape mode - linear
elements with defined offset are appropriately shifted during displacement presentation. [19472
(Support 17322)]
Improvement: The method of determining the resultant force for a group of walls / level in case
of lintels modeled as a surface element (walls with a height less than the height of the story) has
been modified. If the wall is adjoined only to the upper level (lintel above the opening – see the
picture below) it is not taken into account when determining the lower resultant force for the
group of walls / level.
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Similarly, if the wall is adjoined only to the lower level (part below the opening), it is not taken
into account when determining the top resultant force for the group of walls / level. If a wall is
not adjoined to either the lower or upper level (see the picture below) it is not taken into
account when determining neither the bottom nor the top resultant force for a wall group/level.
[19571]







Fix: Correction of the problem that sometimes the maximum work ratio for timber elements
presented in the list of properties of the element did not match the maximum ratio coming from
the results presented in the Shape sheet window. [19542 (Support 17365)]
Fix: Correction of a problem of unexpected program termination when attempting to display
diagrams for Section cuts in the Result curves dialog box containing the reinforcement analysis
results for a surface element. [19682 (Support 17484)]
Fix: Correction of the problem with applying non-calibrated seismic forces to the structure in the
case of using the Canadian NBC code. [19752 (Support 17535)]
Fix: Correction of the problem of not saving the load combinations in envelopes for a specific
model. [19751 (Support 17556)]
Fix: Correction of the problem of displaying abnormal moments at the end of a linear element
with a defined total releases, in case of seismic analysis using the Ritz method. [19319 (Support
17137, 16739)]

Steel Design


Improvement: The possibility of entering the critical moment Mcr0 value has been added in the
dialog window with the lateral-torsional buckling parameters (according to EN 1993-1-1). The
Mcr0 critical moment value can be entered by the user, determined automatically or assumed to
be equal to the Mcr moment. Thanks to this, the user can control the non-dimensional
slenderness for lateral-torsional buckling due to uniform bending moment (λ0).



Improvement: For non-bending-resistant elements (having type: Tie, Strut, Bar or Cable), the
lateral-torsional buckling parameters are no longer available for editing. [19382]
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Fix: Correction of a problem with displaying different parameters of blocked degrees of freedom
in the Advance stability dialog window in the case of opening it in the descriptive or the analysis
mode. The problem concerned a specific geometry case and did not affect the calculation
results. [19502]
Improvement: The default parameter setting for steel tubular elements has been changed lateral-torsional buckling analysis is now disabled by default for all hollow section types. [19628]
Fix: Correction of a problem with the Suggested Shapes window (steel design) in which the
'Accept All' button did not work with the 'by name' optimization method selected. [19304
(Support 17040)]
Fix: Correction of a problem with the lack of generation of correct restraints at the ends of steel
beams when using the command for automatic detection of restraints (available in the lateraltorsional buckling dialog). [19343]
Fix: Correction of a problem with unexpected program termination when defining intermediate
restrains on steel linear elements using commands from the context menu: ‘By number’, ‘By
abscissa’ and ‘By ratio’. The problem occurred when clicking on the model view instead of
entering a number. [19361]
Improvement: The method of presentation of buckling lengths (Lfy, Lfz) in graphical form and in
report tables has been modified. The changes are intended to improve the presentation of
results, especially where the distribution of the finite element mesh is not uniform and at the
same time the buckling length is defined as the length multiplier of the finite elements (example
- a chord of a truss with an uneven system of diagonals). For the graphical presentation and the
table 'Buckling and lateral-torsional buckling lengths: By mesh cell', the values of buckling lengths
are now presented separately for each finite element.

In the table 'Buckling and lateral-torsional buckling lengths: By element' and in the element
properties, the values of buckling lengths are now presented as values from the design point that
was decisive (i.e. not necessarily the largest buckling length of the element). [19398 (Support
17242)]
Fix: Correction of the problem of differences in results of bending resistance of steel elements in
fire analysis presented in the Shape Sheet window and presented in the reports. [19465 (Support
17334)]
Improvement: Improvement of the critical moment determination mechanism for lateraltorsional buckling analysis of steel members (Eurocode) by taking into account the direction in
which the load is applied to the beam. The stabilizing effect is now obtained with the top loaded
beam having the 'Force application point' parameter set to 'Lower fibre' and also with the
bottom loaded beam having the 'Force application point' parameter set to 'Upper fibre'.
Similarly, we get a destabilizing effect if both the load and the force application point are on the
same side. [19551 (Support 17362)]
Example: all of the following combinations of load application point parameter values and
directions of continuous force give the same stabilizing effect.
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Improvement: Improvement in the window with the parameters of lateral torsional buckling of
steel elements (Eurocode), which consists in the possibility of selecting the load type directly
from the hint window (opened with the [?] button) and updated diagram pictures. [19552
(Support 17319)][19620]



Fix: Correction of the problem in the calculation of the section resistance class 4 for doubly
symmetric members according to the Canadian CSA S16-14 code. This change reduces the small
(usually several percent) differences in the resulting critical moment values from the reference
values in literature. [19711]
Fix: Correction of a problem with an unexpected program termination when trying to generate
the report table of maximum deflections acc. EC3, when created using ‘By name’ or ‘By design’
template type. [19791 (Support 17588)]
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Concrete Design













Fix: Correction of the problem of incorrect default values of k coefficients (Ftk / Fyk ratio) for
ductility classes B and C for Polish localization. [19323 (Support 17167)]
Fix: Correction of the problem of lack of loading of reinforcement cover values from Reinforced
Concrete design templates of linear elements. [19338 (Support 17194)]
Fix: Correction of the problem of lack of loading of equivalent diameter values (for cracking)
from Reinforced Concrete design templates of linear elements. [19340]
Fix: Correction of the problem of not displaying reinforcement cover values in reports, when
using Reinforced Concrete design templates for linear elements. [19342]
Fix: Correction of the problem with automatic generation of minimum reinforcement for surface
elements although it was switched off. The problem occurred when the crack correction was
enabled, but at the same time the crack does not exceed the limit. [19418 (Support 17270)]
Fix: Correction of a problem occurring in special cases in the report, consisting in displaying an
additional line for a non-existent support point with a zero number in a table with the results of
the punching verification. [19354 (Support 17198)]
Fix: Correction of the problem of not taking into account the change of the allowable deflection
in the properties of concrete beams in the design calculations. [19658 (Support 17468)]
Improvement: Modification of the calculation of the VlRd,max (a limit value for the punching
shear capacity acc. 11.6.4.2(2) from EN 1992-1-1). According to the corrigendum introduced by
CEN (Nov 2010), a factor of 0.4 is used instead of 0.5. [19798 (Support 17597)]
Fix: Correction of the problem that occurred during the reinforcement calculation - beams with a
fixed section were recognized as having a variable section if the beams with variable section
were previously defined in the model. [19759 (Support 17274)]
Fix: Correction of the problem of not taking into account the imposed value of the Minimal
reinforcement ratio for linear elements (when the Minimal longitudinal reinforcement option is
enabled and the Minimal reinforcement ratio value is entered as > 0.0%). [19759 (Support
17274)]

Import/Export






Fix: Correction of problems with incorrect import and export of .do4 files (EFFEL). [18263]
Fix: Correction of a problem with the import of seismic spectrum from the EFFEL program.
[19047]
Improvement: Improved import of .DXF files into the cross-section design module (especially for
curved edges). [19318]
Fix: Improved problem with incorrect geometry definition for two adjacent openings when
importing a model from EFFEL. [19547][19643]
Fix: Correction of a problem with importing a model from Arche Building Structure using an .AE
file. [19334 (Support 17175)]

Cross sections



Fix: Correction of the problem of lack of saving the type of lamination for new cross-sections.
[19350]
Fix: Correction of the problem of incorrect reading of the profile type for pipes defined as user
profiles. [19353]
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Improvement: An improvement was implemented to automatically determine the value of the
torsional section modulus (Wt) for steel angles, in case they are saved in the section database
without this value (this applies especially to angles saved in the European Profiles database). The
missing parameter is determined when adding steel angles to the current project. [19386]
Fix: Correction of the problem with the inability to define a new parametric square hollow
section with an outer radius of rounding greater than the wall thickness, although the inner
radius was also defined. [19508]

Other






Fix: Correction of the problem where in 3D view the end of the dimensional line (ctrl+d
command) was snapped to points in the work plane, even if the work plane was not displayed.
[19537]
Fix: Correction of a problem where a program freezes when calculating a specific user model.
[19680 (Support 17483)]
Fix: Correction of translations for selected texts for different languages [19405] [19317]
Fix: Correction of the problem with not saving the setting ‘Compact the database when closing a
project’ when closing the program. [19725 (Support 17530)]
Fix: Correction of incorrect changing of the cursor mode for some specific cases. [19471 (Support
17347)]
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